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Abstract:
Periodontist’s Role In Forensic Odontology:
Society is faced with various challenges in every step. Despite leaps in modern technology, medical breakthroughs and the geographical changes that the last century has brought, there has not been substantial literature dedicated towards the upcoming branch in medical sciences viz., forensic medicine. This article highlights the importance of Forensic Odontology and reviews the role of the periodontist in the same. Through the specialty of Forensic Odontology, dentistry plays a small but significant role in this process. By identifying the victims of crime and disaster through dental records, dentists assist those involved in criminal investigations. The most common role of the forensic dentist is the identification of deceased individuals. They can aid in identifying the person by using previous dental records and present dental findings. Even if the individual’s previous records are not available, dentists can identify the sex and age by using the current postmortem findings. Recently, periodontists have identified the features of ante-mortem and postmortem changes in gingival tissues. Thus, in future, periodontists could also play an important role in forensic odontology.
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I. Introduction
Forensic odontology is an important and expanding field of dentistry. The application of these forensic techniques in identification, criminal justice and dental liability is being practiced worldwide. In mass disaster events, notably large commercial aircraft crashes, the traumatic forces are such that fragmentation and conflagration results in only the most durable of human tissues-dentition survive and become a potential source of identification.¹ It is suggested that, through the FDI World Dental Federation, each member country should appoint dentists, responsible for providing advice and assistance, to forensic odontologists in other countries, when nationals of the country are victims of an international disaster.² The most common role of the forensic dentist is the identification of deceased individuals.³ Dental identification takes two main forms. Firstly, the most frequently performed examination is a comparative identification that is used to establish (to a high degree of certainty) that the remains of a decedent and a person represented by antemortem dental records is the same individual. Information from the body or circumstances usually contains clues as to who has died. Secondly, in those cases where antemortem records are not available, and no clues to the possible identity exist, a postmortem profile is completed by the forensic dentist suggesting characteristics of the individual likely to narrow the search for the antemortem materials.⁴ The identification of the victims has to be done in three phases, each of them with its own specific work and problems. As the process of identification of bodies is an exacting science, and forensic odontology is known to be among the most reliable scientific methods in mass disasters, it is easily understood that forensic odontology takes an active part in all three phases of the identification process.⁵ Dental identifications have always played a key role in natural and manmade disaster situations and in particular the mass casualties. Periodontist can aid in postmortem identification of a person in the following ways:
Comparative dental identification:

The central dogma of dental identification is that postmortem dental remains can be compared with antemortem dental records, including written notes, study casts, radiographs etc, to confirm identity. Clearly, individuals with numerous and complex dental treatments are often easier to identify than those individuals with little or no restorative treatment. The forensic dentist produces the postmortem record by careful charting and written descriptions of the dental structures and radiographs. If the antemortem records are available at this time; postmortem radiographs should be taken to replicate the type and angle of these. Structures which are examined during the comparative dental identification, particularly in those instances in which restorative treatment is absent or minimal.

Periodontal tissues:

Gingival morphology and pathology:
- Contour, recession, focal/diffuse, enlargements, interproximal craters
- Colour: inflammatory changes, physiological (racial) or pathological pigmentation
- Calculus deposits

Periodontal ligament morphology and pathology:
- Thickness
- Widening
- Lateral periodontal cysts and

Alveolar process and lamina dura
- Height, contour, density of crestal bone
- Thickness of interradicular bone
- Exostoses, tori
- Pattern of lamina dura
- Bone loss (horizontal/vertical)
- Trabecular bone pattern of bone
- Residual root fragments

Sex determination:

The determination of sex and ancestry can be assessed from skull shape and form. Apart from using skull shape, microscopic examination of teeth can be used to confirm sex by the presence or absence of Y-chromatin. DNA analysis can also reveal sex. Currently, DNA comparisons may very well prove to be the most reliable and useful method of identification. DNA is a stable molecule and can survive decomposition when contained within bones and teeth. Murakami et al used pulp DNA of extracted teeth for determining the sex by means of polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

Age determination:

Dental radiographs:

Dental radiographs have rarely been used as a dental age estimation methods. These are the nondestructive tools used in the forensic odontology. Age-related changes were studied in 452 extracted, unsectioned incisors, canines and premolars. The length of the apical translucent zone and extent of the periodontal retraction were measured on the teeth, while the pulp length and width as well as root length and width were measured on the radiographs and the ratios between the root and pulp measurements calculated. The periodontal retraction was significantly correlated with age in maxillary premolars alone.

To correlate dental age with an individual's chronological age based on the calculated volume ratio of pulp versus tooth volume measured, an X-ray microfocus computed tomography unit (micro CT) with 25µ spatial resolution was used to non-destructively scan 43 extracted single root teeth of 25 individuals with well-known chronological age. Custom-made analysis software was used by two examiners to obtain numerical
values for pulpal and tooth volume. This technique showed promising results for dental age estimation in a non-destructive manner using X-ray microfocus computed tomography.16

Dental pulp: Previous studies have shown that with advancing age the size of the dental pulp cavity is reduced as a result of secondary dentine deposition, so that measurements of this reduction can be used as an indicator of age. The following ratios were calculated: Pulp/root length, pulp/tooth length, tooth/root length and pulp/root width at three different levels and are used for age determination.17

Gingival Marginal: The marginal tissue recession of the periodontium has been used as one of the several indicators of age in methods for age estimation. Periodontal recession tended to be more rapid in males than in females. However periodontal recession is not sufficiently accurate to be used as a sole indicator of age determination.18

Teeth: Determination of age between 15 and 22 years depends on the development of third molars, which are the most variable teeth in the dentition. The margin of error falls to ±2 years during this time.19 After age 22, post eruptive and degenerative changes are used for aging.20 These changes are influenced by slowly acting pathologic processes and are too variable for most forensic applications. The only post eruptive method that holds promise of precise aging (±1 year) is the quantification of D-aspartic acid.21

This technique relies on a linear and stable time-related conversion of L-aspartic acid into its D-isomer, which accumulates in metabolically inactive dentin.22

Morphological age-related changes of teeth are used for estimation of age between freshly extracted teeth and teeth from human skeletal remains in order to develop appropriate dental age estimation after death. These changes were investigated by measuring variables on intact and half-sectioned teeth. A new computer assisted image analysis procedure was developed to measure variables in sectioned specimens. Dental color, translucency, length, attrition, cementum apposition, and secondary dentin showed higher values in teeth from human skeletal remains than in fresh extracted teeth. The postmortem interval affects age-related morphological changes in these teeth.23

The age of the individual can also be determined by means of a new scoring system Surface Roughness Scores (SRS) for surface roughness. However, the SRS could not be assessed with sufficient reproducibility, and the estimates were therefore too subjective to be used as the sole criterion for age estimation. This scoring system could, however contribute positively to a multiple regression method.24

Cementum in age determination;

Determination of age from cemental incremental lines was evaluated in intact teeth.25, 26 Cemental annulations are not always easy to count. Mineralized 100µ thick cross-sections were subjected to one of the three treatments: unstained, stained with Villanueva’s blood stain and stained with acridine orange.26,27 Cresyl fast violet, Toluidine blue, hematoxylin or periodic acid Schiff (PAS) can also be used for staining. Ideal areas were selected by light microscopy and photographed. Countability of incremental lines from photographic enlargements were evaluated. The average number of years required for the eruption of a particular tooth was added to the incremental lines count to determine the estimated age for that individual. Results obtained from unstained mineralized 100µ thick cross-sections using differential interference microscopy (Nomarsky) provided the most countable lines. The accuracy and repeatability of the method is not dependent on tooth type or location, but on the average obtained from making as many counts as possible. Incremental lines in human dental cementum could be observed best using decalcified sections stained with cresyl violet excited by green light. Since incremental lines are not destroyed by acids and stains.28 In another study demineralized stained sections of canines and single-rooted premolars were viewed in a fluorescence microscope. Non-fluorescent lines, seen against a fluorescent background were counted directly and computed this on the total width of the cementum. The correlation coefficient between tooth age and the number of lines for the whole material was 0.84 when counted and 0.73 when calculated. The coefficient was only significant in teeth from individuals below the age of 50 year.29

Langerhans cells:

Modified adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) histochemistry was used to identify and count Langerhans cells (LC) in autopsy tissue from 8 oral mucosal sites, 8-20 h postmortem. Nonkeratinized mucosae of the soft palate, ventral tongue, lip, and floor of the mouth had the highest counts (508 ±110 LC/mm², n = 24), and keratinized mucosae of the hard palate and gingiva had the lowest counts (201± 97 LC/mm2; n = 8). The frequency of oral mucosal LC varies inversely with the degree of keratinization. There are regions of the oral mucosa that have no LC.30

Gingival tissue changes:

Gururaj and Sivapathasundharam31 studied the postmortem changes in gingival tissues. Gingival sections from dead individuals showed vacuolation of nuclei in the spinous layers of epithelium.
suggestive of autolysis. Gingival sections from living individuals showed no changes, where as sections that were fixed after 24 and 48 hours showed throughout the epithelium similar to those in the dead individuals.

II. Conclusion

Forensic odontology is an important upcoming and expanding field of dentistry, which is practiced worldwide. The identification of a person in various situations is very important, by which the culprit in criminal cases could be identified and assist judicial proceedings and obtaining justice. Forensic odontologist identifies a person by determining sex and age, using various tissues & techniques, including that of gingiva, and from dental records. Like wise periodontist can also actively part-take in probable and possible identification of a known and unknown individual before and after death.
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